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UPDATE  

The QSCC is currently planning several small events, as well as our annual mixer.  

 

SERVICE USAGE  

Service usage has continued as usual since the last report.  

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

Our Admin Exec Alvin has been working on a web catalog of our library offerings, 

which is an amazing step forward in outreach to those who are less comfortable entering 

the space. We will be asking for the help of volunteers to help compile the catalog during 

shifts.  

 

We have finally hosted our Ace (Asexual spectrum) discussion night. Past ace events had 

max attendance of five, whereas this session had interest from over a dozen people. This 

shows that we’re effectively accessing an underserved population and building a 

community. We are at the forefront of queer student organizations for ace programming. 

 

After the success of the last Mohawk/McMaster collaboration, both of us have expressed 

interest in having a second collaborative event.  

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

In the upcoming weeks, we have scheduled a photo scavenger hunt downtown to engage 

in the community, a Mean Girls quote-a-long movie showing, and a Get Active games 

night.  

 

We are also planning our mixer, and are currently talking about solidifying it as an annual 

Masque(e)rade, hoping to add to the hype and create a unique and marketable repeat 

event on campus to help outreach. We have confirmed our location, and are currently 

sorting out finer details. 

 

BUDGET  

Our budget is on track as mentioned in the past report. We will most likely be under 

budget on our formal expenses and may be over budget on our volunteer appreciation. 
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CURRENT CHALLENGES  

In this year’s year plan, we were hoping to find a fully accessible venue for our mixer. 

Unfortunately, we were unable to find a licensed, wheelchair accessible space that was 

large enough for our mixer. Possible solutions for this next year include hosting the event 

on campus (CIBC Hall) or securing licensing ourselves to expand our venue options.  

 

SUCCESSES   

Focused discussion groups such as the Ace discussion proved very successful. We’ve 

also been seeing success from posters for our book club and newcomers meetings.   


